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ABOUT IMPERIAL THEATRE
AND OUR MISSION
Imperial Theatre is an 842-seat historic building that has enriched our community through live
performance and outreach programming for over 27-years since its restoration and reopening.
A successful and independently run charitable organization, Imperial Theatre is our region’s
premier Performing Arts Centre. It is governed by a volunteer board of seventeen directors
comprised of an appointed director from each of the four municipal councils of Grand BayWestfield, Rothesay, Quispamsis and Saint John with the rest being elected by the theatre’s
general membership.
The organization has demonstrated excellent and responsible fiscal management throughout
its history and has become a cultural leader not only in Southern New Brunswick but through
the Atlantic Region, across Canada, and internationally making Southern NB a favourite
destination for touring artists.

Mission Statement
We enrich, engage, and inspire our community through the performing arts.

Mandate
•
•
•

To enrich the community by providing a professional quality, multi-purpose facility;
To engage audiences through world-class entertainment experiences;
To encourage (inspire) the presentation of local productions and the development
of the arts.

Value Statements
Imperial Theatre is dedicated to managing its business based on the following core values:

We value our building and as such are committed to preserving and promoting its history
and beauty.

We value our community and as such we endeavour to provide a quality, inclusive
entertainment experience to a wide-ranging audience.

We value our people and as such we strive to create an atmosphere of collaboration,
teamwork, and excellence for our staff and stakeholders.
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
DR. JOANNA EVERITT

What a year 2020-21 has been at the Imperial Theatre! The Covid-19 pandemic has
affected our lives in so many ways, leaving no one and no institution untouched. We in
New Brunswick have been more fortunate than those elsewhere in the country because of
our low case count, but this has been the result of active efforts to control the spread of the
virus through lockdowns, and strict regulations regarding masks, social distancing, and
limits to indoor gatherings. Needless to say, this has significantly affected the
entertainment industry, often in negative ways.
However, I am so proud of the commitment that the Board of Directors of the Imperial
Theatre has shown to supporting our fulltime staff as they navigate through this unique
and difficult year. I am even more inspired by the creative ways that the Theatre staff,
under the leadership of our Executive Director Angela Campbell, have responded to these
challenges. Rather than closing up shop and bemoaning our misfortunes, they took this
time to further upgrade our infrastructure, engage in new and exciting opportunities for
local performers, and develop the capacity to stream performances so that patrons could
continue to participate in live entertainment from the safety of their homes. We even had a
few opportunities for live performances conducted with lots of consideration for the safety
of all of our patrons, performers, staff and volunteers.
As President of the Board of Directors, I am pleased to share the Imperial Theatre’s 202021 annual report in which these activities are outlined in more detail. I am honoured to
serve in this capacity and have confidence that as we move forward into our next year’s
season the Imperial Theatre will continue to fulfill its mandate to enrich, engage, and
inspire our community.
On behalf of my colleagues on the board, we thank you for your continued support,
patronage, and interest in the Imperial Theatre. I look forward to seeing you at
performances in the theatre this year.
Joanna Everitt
President, Board of Directors
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S LETTER
ANGELA CAMPBELL

Focus on Local
Pivot. Adapt. Unprecedented. These words will be forever connected to the COVID-19
pandemic. They are words I’m sure we’ll all be happy never to use again. As over-used and
tiresome as they have become, they are the words that also best describe how each of us
dealt with the fear and isolation experienced during lockdown and the global health crisis.
Innovative. Digital. Local. These words best describe the response our team took when faced
with the cold hard reality that we could no longer do what we do - bring incredible art to Saint
John Region audiences. And I couldn’t be prouder to be the person who has the privilege to
lead this team. We had a choice. We could lay off our staff, shutter our doors and wait for the
crisis to be over or we could re-invent ourselves branch out in new directions and learn new
skills. The team resoundingly chose the latter of these two choices.
Embracing change at the best of times is difficult and terrifying, let alone during a pandemic
when health and safety are at risk by simply gathering together. The Imperial Team not only
embraced change, we became experts and national leaders in finding new ways to do
business, to keep artists working and to connect artists and audiences in a safe and
meaningful way.
Living in the Atlantic Bubble offered us a very unique advantage over most theatres in the
country. We were able to open, at reduced capacities earlier than any other province. During
this time the Imperial was able to work closely with other partners in the region to help develop
safe practices for our industry and subsequently consult with our networks on best practices as
other provinces began the re-open process through 2020 and 2021.
In June of 2020, after a successful fund-raising blitz, Imperial launched the Incubator Project.
In the following three months more than 35 local artists were able to access Imperial Theatre
and continue to rehearse and create art in a safe way. Phase two of the Incubator Projects saw
the installation of a digital streaming system, that would allow for Artists on Imperial Stage to
reach audiences at home. A year later we are able to present hybrid shows that allow for both
live and digital audiences, something that without the pandemic was not part of the
organization’s long term plans.
Having the time to focus and work with local artists has led to an expansion of the Incubator
Program to include project creation projects such as professional music videos and theatre
development projects. Imperial Theatre opened its doors and internal expertise to local
preforming artists to help them continue to grow artistically and professionally. Collaboration
with local organizations such as Quality Block Party and PRUDE have increased
unrepresented artists access to wider audiences and expanded our Equity, Diversity and
Inclusively training.
The COVID-19 crisis has had an incredible impact on our business and the cultural sector as a
whole. The coming year will be difficult as we work to rebuild audience trust, and learn to
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gather again. But great adversity can fuel incredible growth and change. I truly feel that
Imperial Theatre has become a better organization and expanded our impact and reach with
the Saint John Region.
We are all looking forward to inviting audiences back and presenting international, national and
regional artists on our stage for years to come, as well as providing new digital opportunities,
films and unique collaborations to continue the important work we started in the community
during the last year.
Angela Campbell
Executive Director
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BOARD MEMBERS
Imperial Theatre Board
President – Joanna Everitt
Past-President – Derrick Bishop
Vice President – Mel Norton
Treasurer -- Peter Gaulton
Secretary -- Nancy Riven
Director -- Eleanor Austin
Director -- Paula Copeland
Director -- Nick Doyle
Director – Michele Flarow
Director – Vittu Kumar
Director – Dan Marino
Director – Blair Northcott
Director – Benjamin O’Neill
Director – Chelsea Seale
Director -- Li Song
Director – Scott Thomas
Director – Robert Young

Imperial Theatre Foundation
President -- Don Mitchener
Vice President – Ian Stead
Treasurer – Mike Doyle
Secretary – Mary Brosnan
Director – Hilary Brock
Director – Rick Hancox
Director – David Laskey
Director – Cindy Millett
Director –Wendy Stewart
Director – Michael Wennberg
Director – Robert Young

STAFF MEMBERS
Angela Campbell – Executive Director
Bethany Stout – Assistant Executive Director
Ruth McLeese – Accounts & IT Manager
Shelley Brown – Operations Manager
Ralph MacLean – Office Manager
Heather White Brittain – Development Director
Shawn Lord – Technical Director
Scott McRae -- Crew Chief
Liam Mathieson – Lighting Director
Bob McNulty – Head Carpenter
Sean Boyer – Head of Sound
Peter Walsh – Head Custodian
Kathleen McLeod – Marketing & Social Media
Lindsay Jacquard – Box Office Manager
Diane McConnell – Manager of Hospitality
Mallory Kelly -- Box Office & Concessions
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IMPERIAL THEATRE PRESENTS:
SEASON 27 – 2020-2021
Live Performances
Rose Cousins
Bridge & Wolak ONSCREEN
The Divorcees
Quality Block Party x2
Ben Caplan
Incubator Show – 4 local bands
Salt Water Songs
Erin Costelo x 2
Quality Block Party
Incubator Show – Dr. Faustus
Neon Dreams
Incubator Show – 2 bands
David Myles x 2
Bob Dylan Birthday Bash
Incubator Show – 2 bands
Best of Saint John Music Awards

Retro Films
The Last Waltz
Richard Prior
Amadeus
Halloween Double Feature
Home Alone 2 – CANCELLED DUE to SHUTDOWN
Million Dollar Mermaid – CANCELLED
Mad Max 2 – CANCELLED
Dirty Harry
Spy Kids x 2
Back to the Future x 2
Matilda x 2
Casper x 2
Shrek x 2
Fried Green Tomatoes
Cabaret
How to Marry a Millionaire
Animal House

STREAMED Performances
Songs of the Season
At Home for the Holidays
Jamie Comeau & the Crooked Teeth
Sadie
Incubator Show – 2 bands (hybrid – Live + Stream)
Bob Dylan Birthday Bash (hybrid – Live + Stream)
Jamie Comeau + HRC (hybrid – Live + Stream)
Best of SJ Music Awards (hybrid – Live + Stream)

IT PRIVATE EVENTS
Mini Launch - LIVE
Presidents Backstage Party - STREAMED
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TOURING CLIENTS PRESENT:
RENTAL CLIENTS
Professional Touring Performances
Thane Dunn - Elvis
Local Client Performances
Singing my Way Home
Symphony NB x 6
Come Together for the Paws
SJTC: Nunsense x 6
Asian Heritage Gala
Private Events – non-ticketed
Hemmings House
Empty Stocking Fund x 2
Ventus Machina quintet w SNB Video Shoot
Dalhousie Medicine NB
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FACILITY & OPERATIONS
OVERVIEW

84
DAYS IN USE

48
IT PRESENTED EVENTS

36
OTHER EVENTS

5668
TOTAL ATTENDANCE
LIVE

603
TOTAL ATTENDANCE
STREAMED

Along with presenting an annual season,
Imperial Theatre also acts as a rental facility for
local and touring events.
Rental opportunities include our full auditorium,
the stage, and the Upper and Main Lobbies.
We support our presented shows as well as
rentals with full backstage amenities, rehearsal
space, food & beverage, technical facilities,
ticketing, and marketing & communications.
COVID restrictions and protocols affected both
local and professional shows but professional
touring was basically non-existent, except for
one artist.
Local shows were vastly reduced but we were
able to maintain some usage by adapting shows
to fit the COVID protocols. Local renters were
required to reduce and limit their backstage
numbers as well as those in the house.
A few events were changed to Streaming only
and a few more opted to try the Live and
Streaming hybrid option we offered. Having that
flexibility was extremely important.

These statistics are based on
Usage from July 1, 2020 until
June 30, 2021.
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FACILITY & OPERATIONS
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS
When you work in a building as historically significant as Imperial Theatre, maintenance is a
full-time job. Our Operations Manager Shelley Brown is constantly working to plan current
maintenance as well as look towards future needs in our lobbies, our backstage, our stage,
and everywhere in between.

Improvements:
July 2020 Metcalf Glass installed box office glass, and bar plexiglass barriers.
September 2020 Baytown Hardware installed astragals on main entrance doors.
November 2020 Knox Box installed outside to house building keys for fire fighters in case of
emergencies. Engine-1 Fire Crew toured building to understand the layout.
November 2020 Duncan Electrical converted many emergency lights to LED fixtures.
March 2021 Leak found in main lobby. 2" water pipe replaced by Sure Flow. Echelon Home
Improvement patched drywall and painted.
March 2021 Lobby chandelier was washed and all bulbs replaced. So sparkly!
May 2021 Duncan Electrical replaced all dressing room lighting fixtures, and all 200 bulbs
replaced with beautiful energy efficient LED bulbs.
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FACILITY & OPERATIONS
TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS
Capital Projects completed at Imperial Theatre in the past year: 21-22
Note: Capital Projects Revenues and Expenses are not reflected in Imperial Theatre’s
Annual Operational Budget.
•

Freight elevator retrofitted after 28 years

•

Acquisition and Installation of Digital Streaming System

•

Acquisition and Installation of DC Projector in Lighting Booth that allows Imperial to
screen first run films.

•

Acquisition of Podcasting Equipment

•

Acquisition of New Sound Board

•

Acquisition of Computer Equipment to integrate soundboard and webcasting and this
upgrade expanded our ability to integrate the equipment into Imperial’s performance
space

•

Acquired additional computer equipment to integrate with ongoing acquisitions and
expansion.

•

Undergoing a building energy audit that will help secure funding to upgrade internal
systems and identify key energy conservation measures that, when implemented, will
improve building efficiency and extend the overall life of the facility.

•

To provide a few possible examples: The theatre currently has various HVAC units that
are well past their expected useful life. One of which is currently leaking onto the ceiling
and if left unrepaired, it could compromise the structural integrity of the building.
The theatre also has old double-pane windows that are proven to result in air
infiltration and water leakage/damage, both of which can have a substantial effect on
the building itself. If identified in the energy audit, they could be replaced with air-tight
energy efficient windows while maintaining the original moldings, so that it does not
alter the look of this historic landmark. The Energy Audit is a requirement for other
funding avenues that will make the project possible.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
WORKSHOPS

/ SENIORS VISITS / KITCHEN PARTIES / SCHOOL

PERFORMANCES

WE WOULD LOVE TO TELL YOU THAT WE WERE ABLE TO CONNECT TO OUR AUDIENCES AS WE HAVE
PREVIOUSLY BUT WITH COVID RESTRICTIONS THIS HAS BEEN DIFFICULT . WE ARE PLANNING TO WIND
THE PROGRAMME BACK UP TO MAXIMUM IN THE NEW SEASON WITH SOME CONSIDERATIONS TO
CHANGES REQUIRED (SENIORS HOMES).

SCHOOL SERIES
COVID also hit the School Series and we were unable to present any school performances this
season. We spoke with educators about adapted offerings like streamed events but were
asked to refrain for the time being. We are hoping to present 7x School Shows in the Season
28 (2021-2022) School Series.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
THE INCUBATOR PROJECT
We couldn’t host a typical Outreach year so we opted to extend the INCUBATOR PROJECT
and further strengthen our connection with local artists.
o

We presented six (6) COVID-safe shows inhouse and online to promote Incubator
artists to our community. The artists were paid for their performances. The artists
presented were: Bands - Before the Mast, Brandon Kingston, Apryll Aileen, Kendra
Gale Band, Haley MacMillan Trio, the Groovemasters, Jamie Comeau & the Crooked
Teeth, and Hammond River Collective; and Playwriter Matt Hamilton’s piece Dr.
Faustus.

o

We offered 3 slots to our participating Incubator bands to record a new video at
Imperial Theatre. We provided a professional director, two days in the theatre, and our
tech crew and new film equipment. We worked with the bands chosen to create a
theme and to film the video. The bands were InterAction’s band Baby Hands, local hair
band Hammond River Collective, and punk group Sonic Detour.
You can check out Sanitization by Baby Hands here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zThUOj-qL3w
Hammond River Collectives new video:
Sonic Detour: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSltMnTjss
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FUND
DEVELOPMENT
DONORS, FUNDERS, PARTNERS AND
AMBASSADORS
This past year our donors, our funders, and our
community partners were remarkable as we
adjusted to new ways of celebrating and
presenting the performing arts. Ongoing support enabled us to continue our mission to
enrich, engage and inspire all walks of life.
Support came in the most wonderful ways with donations from turned back tickets, the
continued renewal of annual membership, the dedication of seat plaques, and the
generosity of funders and foundations. This enabled us to pass it along as we helped local
artists through the Incubator Program. Artists were able to use our stage for rehearsals
and practise as we all continued to respond to COVID restrictions. Six of these practising
groups and musicians performed in our 27 th Season. Baby Hands released their first single
and 10 artists were part of our Christmas video that was streamed to home audiences.
Altogether, over 60 artists were able to use our stage. Thank you to our benefactors who
supported this program.
Our talented team of technicians worked behind the scenes to acquire new skills and
recorded performances of local artists on our stage. Some performances were even
offered for home viewing. We made capital acquisitions and upgrades to equipment that
enabled us to move to live streaming, digital recording, and podcasting. This innovative
equipment provides an opportunity for Imperial Theatre to feature independent films in
various languages. After 28 years, we upgraded our service elevator which completes our
goal to upgrade both the service and the passenger elevator that was updated in 2019.
Even with reduced seating capacity, we continued The Imperial Ambassador Program
where immigrants and new residents continue to be invited guests. As more people arrive
in our Greater Saint John Region, we look to New Brunswick’s Population Growth Strategy
where immigration is key to future growth. We look
forward to welcoming them through our Theatre. We
are grateful to RBC Foundation for this support.
A long-time benefactor and valued friend to Imperial
Theatre, Don Mitchener and President of Imperial’s
Foundation Board provided a meaningful contribution
so that students can attend complimentary movies
during March Break. Don’s giving created a ripple
effect when others followed his lead and added to this
significant Series. As we move forward into our next
Season, this giving means that we will have a ‘repeat
performance’ of these complimentary movies!
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This past year our committed and meaningful reach to make Imperial Theatre accessible
to all continued when we partnered with PRUDE Inc. to present Stay and Grow on Stage.
This outreach mirrors Imperial’s Ambassador Program in the way that we make sincere
connections to include all walks of life in local and regional facilities. New residents are
volunteering as Imperial Ambassadors and contributing donations to the ongoing
development efforts of Imperial Theatre. We are grateful for their support and the
opportunity to collaborate and learn from diversified talent and culture.
As the year ahead unfolds and we continue our collective work, we are grateful to all those
who continue to support Imperial Theatre, knowing that without your kindness, we couldn’t
do what we do.
“No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.”
– Aesop

In appreciation,

Heather White Brittain
Director of Development
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MARKETING &
COMMUNICATIONS
SOCIAL MEDIA, NEWSLETTERS, TICKET SUBSCRIBERS
Like many other organizations, COVID-19 proved how valuable Imperial Theatre’s established
online community can quickly and effectively communicate with their audiences. Instead of using
social channels to promote shows or start conversations, Imperial Theatre mostly used social media
for communicating new procedures and show updates.
Imperial Theatre continually searched for opportunities to connect with our audiences and Saint
John as a whole. While the building was closed and staff worked from home, we used our new
marquee to share a “Song of the Day” where we let community members suggest songs to play
every weekday at noon. Imperial Theatre received dozens of suggestions. Many of which were birth
announcements, anniversaries, birthdays, or general thanks to essential workers.
Imperial Theatre was fortunate to have the ability to change the marquee quickly to stand with our
community on important social issues. Imperial Theatre mourned with Nova Scotia during the mass
shooting in April 2020, showed support for the Black Lives Matter movement and the Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women movement, and spread awareness for suicide and mental health
crisis services.
New this season, Imperial Theatre launched its first podcast Happy Hour in Golding’s Lounge where
Executive Director, Angela Campbell, talked with artists about incoming shows, or whatever they
found interesting/relevant. The podcast was downloaded over 242 times, without ever formally
being launched.
Here is a look at our Socials, Newsletter, and Ticket Subscriber numbers from 2020/2021:

10,348
6,747
2,504
19,348

followers (from 10,177)
followers (from 6782)
followers (from 2256)
subscribers (from 20,000)
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BOX OFFICE
TICKETING
The Box Office rescheduled 54 shows since COVID began. Of those shows, 38
happened/will be happening in the future, the other 16 ended up being
cancelled. Every time a change was made we contacted all of the ticket buyers by
email or phone. Patrons were wonderful to deal with – understanding and patient.
Here is an overview of ticket sales by region and our COVID seating map.
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VOLUNTEERS
OUR PROGRAM
80+ Volunteers
COVID restrictions limited shows so in turn it limited the time we spend with our
loyal volunteers. Many opted to stay away entirely because of safety concerns but a
small contingent did help whenever we were able to welcome people into the
theatre.

Imperial Theatre Volunteers are the heart and soul of our Theatre. They give their time freely and
provide an essential service for our Patrons. While Imperial’s product is entertainment, we are in the
business of building relationships with our patrons. Our volunteers help to do this by creating a
welcoming and inclusive environment by making patrons feel valued and part of the Imperial Family.
Further to that, they provide essential support to the organization.
There are 5 main programs of volunteers at Imperial Theatre. Operational Volunteers, the Youth
Corps (anyone under the age of 25), the IT Board, the Foundation Board, and the Newcomers Club
that provides a safe and welcoming space for new residents to get involved in the community.
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IMPERIAL FOUNDATION
THE ENDOWMENT
The Imperial Theatre Foundation, Inc. was incorporated under New Brunswick laws in 1984 as a nonprofit organization in support of the arts in general and the operations of the Bi-Capitol Project, Inc.
(since renamed Imperial Theatre) in particular once it was restored and renovated. Originally
incorporated as the Bi-Capitol Foundation, its name was changed when the theatre’s name was
changed.
The Foundation is managed by a Board of Directors, including Chairperson, President, Vice
President, Treasurer and Secretary.
The Foundation was brought into existence to raise an endowment fund, the investment income from
which can be directed primarily to providing Saint John’s performing arts centre with an assured base
of financial support which when combined with ticket sales revenue, grants from the City of Saint
John and surrounding municipalities, sponsorships, and other income would help to ensure the
financial viability of the centre and prevent it from becoming a financial liability for the City of Saint
John.
The endowment fund seeks to harness the power of investment return to provide a stable financial
basis of operation for Imperial Theatre. In seeking in 1984 to provide for the future needs of Imperial
Theatre even before it opened, the project broke new ground in arts funding.
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